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Abstract
In this paper we explore the potential of one-dimensional and two-dimensional deterministic
aperiodic plasmonic arrays for the design of electromagnetic coupling and plasmon-enhanced,
sub-wavelength optical fields on chip-scale devices. In particular, we investigate the spectral,
far-field and near-field optical properties of metal nanoparticle arrays generated according to
simple deterministic sequences characterized by fractal Fourier spectra. Additionally, we will
consider the case of flat Fourier-transform sequences, which reproduce the behavior of purely
random systems to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. Based on the coupled dipole approach
(CDA) and finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations, we study the radiative
(long-range) and quasi-static (short-range) electromagnetic coupling in deterministic aperiodic
plasmon arrays of metal nanoparticles. In addition, we investigate the local field enhancement
and the enhancement scaling in periodic and aperiodic arrays with increasing degree of
complexity. We believe that the accurate control of electromagnetic coupling and
sub-wavelength field enhancement in deterministic aperiodic environments will enable novel
nanodevice applications in areas such as field-enhanced nanosensors, engineered SERS
substrates and optical nano-antenna arrays.
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1. Introduction

The control of light–matter interaction in deterministic
complex media without translational invariance offers a vastly
unexplored potential for the creation and manipulation of
highly localized field states. Unlike periodically arranged
photonic crystals (or photonic band-gaps), deterministic
aperiodic structures possess unique light localization and
transport properties related to their complex, multi-fractal
energy spectra [1–8]. We refer to this fascinating class
of photonic materials as deterministic aperiodic structures
(DASs). Unlike random media, DASs are defined by simple
mathematical prescriptions, rooted in symbolic dynamics [9]
and L-system inflation rules [10], which encode a fascinating
1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

complexity. DASs share distinctive physical properties with
both periodic media, i.e. the formation of large energy gaps,
and disordered random media, i.e. the presence of highly
localized states characterized by high field enhancement and
low energy velocity. Until now, the study of DASs has been
mainly limited to the theoretical analysis of one-dimensional
dielectric structures with quasi-periodic or incommensurate
refractive index modulation, such as Fibonacci, Cantor set
and chirped multilayer structures [1–3, 11–13]. In the
context of metal nanostructures and plasmonics, it has been
shown [14, 15] that the interplay between the resonant
excitation of surface plasmons with near-field coupling on a
fractal network can lead to giant field enhancement effects,
or hot electromagnetic spots (>106 intensity enhancement)
with sub-wavelength localization. However, the study of hot
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spots in random metal aggregates with a statistical fractal
support is fundamentally limited by the random nature of
the aggregates, which require an ensemble-averaged approach
for the quantitative description of field enhancement and
localization.

Here we propose to advance a prescriptive novel approach,
based on the concept of aperiodic order, for the accurate control
of strongly enhanced local fields in reproducible, deterministic
aperiodic arrays of metal nanoparticles with fractal and
flat Fourier spectra. Interestingly, flat Fourier spectra
aperiodic sequences defined within specialized number-
theoretic contexts (such as co-primality functions, Galois
sequences, primitive roots and quadratic residue sequences)
have already found a variety of unique technological
applications, ranging from improved acoustic diffusers to radar
abatement, spread-spectrum communication, cryptography
and minimum-redundancy arrays [16].

In this paper we explore one-dimensional and two-
dimensional deterministic aperiodic plasmonic arrays for the
design of collective electromagnetic coupling and localization
of sub-wavelength optical fields. In particular, the discussion
will be focused on plasmonic coupling and field localization in
metal nanoparticle arrays generated according to the Fibonacci,
Thue–Morse (TM) and Rudin–Shapiro (RS) sequences. These
structures are the chief examples of the three main classes
of deterministic non-periodic system, characterized by quasi-
periodic, singular continuous and absolutely continuous (flat)
Fourier spectra, respectively. The rest of our paper is organized
as follows. In section 2 we will briefly introduce the main
definitions and concepts related to aperiodic deterministic
structures and their Fourier/transport properties. In section 3
we will study the spectral and localization properties of
deterministic aperiodic chains of metal nanoparticles. In
section 4 we will discuss the electromagnetic coupling and
plasmon resonances in one-dimensional and two-dimensional
plasmonic arrays based on aperiodic order. In section 5
we will discuss the potential of aperiodic arrays for the
generation of strongly enhanced optical fields with sub-
wavelength localization in planar devices.

2. Deterministic aperiodic sequences and related
transport properties

2.1. Fibonacci quasi-periodic structures

Fibonacci quasicrystals are the paradigm of quasi-periodic
order and can be obtained by combining two different
optical materials A and B according to the inflation rule:
A → AB, B → A [17]. Therefore the first iterations of
this deterministic rule generates the strings A, AB, ABA,
ABAAB, etc, where, in accordance with the well-known
Fibonacci recursion, each step Sj is obtained by combining
the two previous ones Sj+1 = Sj S j−1. Material structures
based on the Fibonacci sequence show distinctive diffraction
patterns which cannot be found in either periodic or disordered
systems [1–7, 17]. Unlike periodic and random media, the
Fourier spectra of Fibonacci structures consist of isolated
Bragg peaks with incommensurate periods, which densely fill

Figure 1. (a) Absolute value of the Fourier coefficients of a
quasi-periodic (Fibonacci) structure, (b) of an aperiodic (TM)
structure with singular continuous spectrum, and (c) of an aperiodic
structure with absolutely continuous spectrum (RS structure).

the reciprocal space (figure 1(a)). These spectral features,
including the appearance of more Miller indices than the
dimensionality of the physical system, induce fascinating
physical properties in Fibonacci structures. In particular,
it has been shown that quasicrystals of the Fibonacci type
exhibit an energy spectrum that consists of a self-similar
Cantor set with zero Lebesgue measure [1–7, 17]. In addition,
the Fibonacci transmission spectra also contain forbidden
frequency regions called ‘pseudo band-gaps’, induced by local
structural correlations, in close analogy with the electron
behavior in amorphous semiconductors or glassy materials.
Since the first experimental realization of a dielectric Fibonacci
quasicrystal by Gellermann et al [12], the Fibonacci system
has been intensively investigated, leading to the experimental
demonstration of transmission scaling [12], symmetry-induced
resonances [8], non-linear coupling enhancement [18] and
strong group velocity suppression at the band-edge states [11].

2.2. Thue–Morse and aperiodic structures

Besides the widely investigated Fibonacci systems, there
exist ‘more complex’ deterministic structures which possess
singular continuous Fourier spectra (figure 1(b)). The principal
example of these more general deterministic systems is
obtained by the TM sequence, which is generated by the simple
inflation rule σT–M: A → AB, B → BA [19]. The lower-order
TM sequences are given by the strings S0 = A, S1 = AB,
S2 = ABBA, S3 = ABBABAAB, etc. The T–M sequence has
been extensively investigated in the mathematical literature as
the prototype of a substitutional aperiodic symbolic map with
highly non-trivial properties, described by multi-fractal Fourier
spectra [20–25]. It has been shown that in T–M photonic
multilayer structures, despite the lack of global translational
invariance, coherent multiple wave scattering gives rise to
a self-similar hierarchy of pseudo-band-gap regions which
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are separated by narrow transmission resonance states with
large field enhancement. While the theory of elementary
excitations in one-dimensional T–M structures has been
understood, only limited experimental work has been devoted
to these fascinating structures. Recently, the occurrences of
omni-directional band-gaps, field localization and symmetry-
induced transparency in T–M dielectric multilayer structures
have been experimentally demonstrated [25–27].

2.3. Rudin–Shapiro structures

The more general category of aperiodic deterministic systems
contains structures whose Fourier spectra are absolutely
continuous, or even constant, akin to the case of a purely
random series (figure 1(c)). These structures share most of
the physical properties with random materials, such as the
presence of exponentially localized light states, dramatic field
enhancement effects and sub-diffusive light transport.

The chief example of absolutely continuous aperiodic
systems is given by the RS structure [5, 7]. In a two-letter
alphabet, the RS sequence can be obtained by the iteration of
the following inflation rule: AA → AAAB, AB → AABA,
BA → BBAB, BB → BBBA [5]. Light propagation in RS
systems has not been completely understood theoretically, and
no experimental realizations of RS photonic structures have
been reported so far. However, it has been conjectured that
the RS system can sustain exponentially localized states which
are the analog of Anderson localized wavefunctions in random
alloys.

2.4. Two-dimensional generalizations

The one-dimensional aperiodic inflation rules briefly discussed
above can be conveniently extended into two spatial
dimensions while preserving their unique Fourier properties.
The simple method we have used to achieve this goal is based
on alternating the iterations of one-dimensional inflation rules
along different spatial dimensions. This conceptually simple
procedure guarantees the complete extensions of the unique
Fourier properties of one-dimensional non-periodic sequences
to higher dimensions, potentially enabling the fabrication of
planar optical devices with varying light transport properties,
ranging from perfectly ballistic (extended states) to Anderson-
like localization on deterministic aperiodic chips. As a simple
example, we will now illustrate our general method for the
generation of a two-dimensional TM lattice. Starting from
the letter A as a seed, we will apply the TM inflation (called
fx ) along the horizontal x direction and obtain, at the first
generation step, the row vector AB. At this point we apply the
TM inflation rule to expand each symbol along the vertical y
direction ( fy ), and obtain a 2×2 matrix with rows AB and BA,
respectively. In order to obtain the next TM matrix, we will
apply again the fx inflation on each rows of the matrix obtained
previously. This step will generate an intermediate 2×4 matrix
which, upon an fy expansion of every element of its columns,
will finally generate a square 4 × 4 TM matrix. Higher-order
Thue matrices can be simply obtained by repeating the same
iteration scheme up to desired generation order n. After a few
iterations, a deterministic aperiodic TM lattice with singular

Figure 2. Direct lattice and reciprocal lattice (inset) of the
periodic (a), Fibonacci (b), TM (c) and RS (d) two-dimensional
arrays.

continuous two-dimensional Fourier transform is obtained, as
shown in figure 2(c) where we truncated the iteration at the
sixth generation step.

The two-dimensional extension of the RS sequence is
obtained similarly, with the only exception that the inflation
rule for RS acts now upon two-letter combinations as opposed
to one-letter ones. As a result, the inflation seed must be a
2 × 2 matrix with rows BA and AB, respectively. In the case
of the Fibonacci sequence, which does not possess a simple
2n scaling, the generalization procedure does not involve the
alternation of the Fibonacci inflations fx and fy along the x
and y dimensions. On the contrary, we start with the horizontal
inflation fF,x : A → AB, B → A and expand in the vertical (y)
and horizontal (x) directions using two distinct (symmetric)
Fibonacci inflations fFy1: A → AB, B → A or fFy2: A → B,
B → BA depending if the character A or B is encountered
in the matrix expansion. The direct and reciprocal spaces
of periodic and aperiodic lattices generalized as explained
above are shown in figure 2, and they agree very well with
generalizations based on different methods [28–30]. However,
to the authors’ best knowledge, the RS sequence has never been
extended in two spatial dimensions previously.

3. Deterministic aperiodic chains of metal
nanoparticles

The possibility to enable novel functional elements based
on the guiding and control of optical radiation below the
diffraction limit has recently stimulated the study of plasmonic
coupling between closely spaced metallic nanoparticles. In
particular, following the pioneering work of Quinten et al [31],
the transport of energy through periodic nanoparticle chains
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Figure 3. Integrated density of states (IDS) of aperiodic Ag
nanoparticle chains of (a) Fibonacci, (b) TM, (c) RS, and (d) random
sequences with 144, 128, 128 and 128 particles, respectively. The Ag
material dispersion is modeled as in [33, 37].

has been extensively discussed, within a variety of different
approaches and approximations, by many authors [32–36].
However, the fascinating transport properties of plasmonic
chains with aperiodic and/or fractal modulation of the particle
positions have not been addressed until very recently [37].
In this section, we will discuss the spectral, scaling and
far-field extinction properties of dipolar modes in random
and aperiodically modulated plasmonic chains based on the
Fibonacci, TM and RS sequences. In this paper we will
limit our discussion to dipolar chains, which have been largely
investigated in the context of periodic metal nanoparticle
arrays.

We recently developed an efficient transfer matrix
approach for the calculation of the oscillation frequencies
(eigenfrequencies) of arbitrarily modulated metal nanoparticle
chains of finite length [37]. In addition, we have shown that,
based on the eigenmode statistics, it is possible to calculate the
integrated density of states (IDS) and the participation ratio of
each dipolar eigenstate, which directly measures the degree of
localization. Based on this approach, we have computed the
pseudo-dispersion diagram of Fibonacci-modulated plasmonic
chains and demonstrated the presence of large spectral gaps in
one-dimensional structures [37].

In this section, we will apply our transfer matrix
approach to the calculation of the IDS and localization
scaling of dipolar states in Ag nanoparticle chains modulated
according to aperiodic sequences with varying degrees of
disorder, i.e. ranging from quasi-periodicity (Fibonacci) to flat
Fourier spectra (RS). As in [33, 34], we will consider only
nearest-neighbor (quasi-static) interactions and we will assume
50 nm diameter Ag nanoparticles with minimum spacing of
25 nm. The different deterministic aperiodic chains are simply
generated by the iteration of the inflation rules discussed in
section 2.

Figure 4. Calculated participation ratio of the most localized state of
periodic, Fibonacci, TM and RS one-dimensional chains of different
lengths.

By letting dA ≡ A and dB ≡ B, where dA = 25 nm and
dB = 30 nm are two minimum inter-particle separations, we
can simply map symbolic aperiodic sequences into spatially
modulated nanoparticle chains with deterministic aperiodic
inter-particle separation.

Figure 3 shows the calculated IDS for a Fibonacci (a),
TM (b), RS (c), and a random structure (d) (obtained with
a pseudo-random number generator [38]), respectively. Both
longitudinal (red curves, larger gaps) and transverse (black
curves, narrow gaps) IDS branches are shown in figure 3.
It is interesting to notice that, contrary to RS or random
chains, the Fibonacci- and TM-modulated chains induce a non-
uniform distribution of IDS spectral gaps (horizontal plateaus)
for both polarizations. As expected, the longitudinal IDS
gaps are significantly wider than the transverse ones due
to the stronger electromagnetic coupling of the longitudinal
plasmon modes. We notice that the Fibonacci and TM gaps
shown in figure 3 already appear even in the case of shorter
chains with only 21 particles. On the other hand, when the
particle number is increased, smaller and smaller plasmonic
gaps nested in a self-similar hierarchy develop across the
entire frequency spectrum. Interestingly, the Fibonacci IDS
gaps follow a non-uniform distribution similar to a multi-
fractal Devil’s staircase distribution [39, 40], which describes
intermittent chaos and quasi-periodicity in a variety of physical
systems. The possibility to generate a non-trivial distributions
of plasmonic gaps in Fibonacci and TM chains is related to
their quasi-periodic and singular continuous Fourier spectra,
which display well-defined local correlations (Bragg peaks)
enabling coherent plasmon interactions. On the other hand,
as expected in the case of a disordered one-dimensional
system, the RS and random chains have a singular density
of states which generates very small gaps in the IDS. This
is the result of an enhanced positional disorder in these two
chains, which possess flat Fourier spectra. The results shown
in figure 3 demonstrate in very clear terms the fundamental
connection between Fourier spectra and transport properties in
plasmonic chains. The similarity in the transport properties
of RS and random chains suggests the possibility to induce
strongly localized plasmon modes in deterministic structures
with absolutely continuous Fourier spectra.
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Figure 4 compares the size scaling of the dipolar mode
participation ratio in nanoparticle chains with periodic and
aperiodic modulations. The participation ratio of the different
modes is calculated within the dipole approximation as shown
in our previous work [37], and measures the degree of
localization of the eigenstates. The two top curves displayed
in figure 4 (square/circle symbols) show the localization mode
scaling for periodic chains. The localization scaling of periodic
chains has been calculated using our numerical transfer matrix
approach (square) and the analytical eigenmode expressions,
well-known in the case of simple periodic chains [33] (circles).
Both the results are in excellent agreement, demonstrating
the accuracy of our numerical approach. Moreover, figure 4
shows that the most localized eigenmodes of periodic chains
are weakly influenced by the chain length (particle number).
This is expected, since the most localized modes in periodic
structures, which occur at the band-edges, extend over the
entire length of the structure and the participation ratio
converges quickly to a constant value. On the other hand,
figure 4 shows a clear power-law scaling of the mode
localization (decreasing participation ratio) in aperiodic chains,
which is consistent with the onset of localization phenomena in
fractal structures [39, 40]. Our results indicate that the degree
of localization increases with the complexity in the Fourier
spectra of the different structures and, as a result, RS chains
behave very similarly to random ones. On the other hand,
the TM chain displays a more complex oscillatory behavior
with increasing particle number, and it appears to induce less
localization than the Fibonacci chain, despite a more complex
(singular continuous) Fourier spectrum. The reason for this
apparent contradiction resides in the well-known inversion
symmetry of the TM sequence. In fact, the TM structures
with 2n+1 particles can be simply obtained by juxtaposing two
shorter TM chains with 2n particles where one of the two
components has interchanged symbols (A → B, B → A).

The physical implications of this TM inversion symmetry
can be simply understood as follows: TM chains of any
given length can be thought of as composed by two coupled
symmetric TM sub-chains with half the total length. As a
result, the TM chains of a given order (length) display the
same transport properties of two coupled TM chains of the
previous order, leading to an almost identical scaling behavior
for sequences of two adjacent orders.

4. Electromagnetic coupling in deterministic
aperiodic arrays of metal nanoparticles

The understanding of electromagnetic and plasmon coupling
in large nanoparticle arrays without translational invariance
provides significant challenges to numerical solution methods
of classical electrodynamics theory. In the past few
years, several methods have been developed to describe
nanoparticle arrays and aggregates, including the discrete
dipole approximation (DDA) [41], the multiple multipole
method (MMP) [42], the generalized Mie theory (GMT) [43]
and the coupled dipole approach (CDA) [44].

In this section, we will discuss the complex electromag-
netic plasmon coupling occurring in one-dimensional and two-
dimensional metal nanoparticle arrays generated according to

deterministic aperiodic sequences. In particular, we will dis-
cuss the importance of quasi-static and radiative (diffractive)
coupling on the extinction cross sections of one-dimensional
and two-dimensional aperiodic plasmonic arrays. The cross
sections have been calculated using the coupled dipole ap-
proach (CDA), originally developed by Purcell and Penny-
packer [44]. This method, also known as discrete dipole ap-
proach (DDA), has been widely utilized in the context of metal
particle arrays due to its fast convergence and convenient im-
plementation [45, 46]. According to this method, which we
will here briefly review, the electromagnetic response of a res-
onant dipolar array can be determined by a self-consistent so-
lution of the electric dipole polarizations Pi of each particle in
the field of the incident light and the sum of the dipole fields
of all the other particles. If we consider the interaction of N
polarizable particles each described by a single particle dipole
polarizability αi and centered at a position ri , the local dipole
polarization will be given by

Pi = αi Eloc(ri ) (1)

where the local electric field is the sum of the incident field
and the retarded fields of the other N − 1 dipole. Therefore the
local field is given by [47]

E j = Einc, j −
!

k ̸= j

A jkPk (2)

where each element A jk is a 3 × 3 matrix defined as in [47].

A jk = exp(ikr jk)

r jk
×

"
k2(r̂ jkr̂ jk − 13)

+ ikr̂ jk − 1
r̂ 2

jk
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#
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where k = ω/c, r jk = |r j − rk | and r̂ jk = (r j − rk)/r jk .
Therefore, defining A j j = α−1

j , the scattering problem is
reduced to finding the polarization vectors P j that satisfy a
system of 3N linear equations:

N!

k=1

A jkPk = Einc, j . (4)

Once equation (4) has been solved for the unknown
polarization vectors, the extinction and absorption cross
sections can be simply evaluated [47]:
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|E0|2
N!

j=1

Im(E∗
inc, j · P j ) (5)

Cabs = 4πk

|E0|2
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j=1
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$
[P j · (α−1

j )∗P∗
j ] − 2

3
k3

%%P j
%%2

&
(6)

where E0 is the complex envelope of the incident plane wave.
The scattering cross section is obtained as Csca = Cext − Cabs.

This efficient method is suitable for computing the
full electrodynamical response (including retardation effects),
within the dipole approximation, of large arrays with up to a
few thousand particles [41, 44].
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Figure 5. Extinction efficiency versus inter-particle separation for
one-dimensional Au nanoparticle chains of (a) periodic,
(b) Fibonacci, (c) TM, and (d) RS sequences composed of 64, 55, 64
and 64 particles, respectively. The chains were uniformly illuminated
with polarization in the plane of the particles. The Au material
dispersion parameters are taken from [34, 35].

Figure 5 shows the extinction efficiencies of one-
dimensional periodic and aperiodic Au nanoparticle chains
calculated for different inter-particle separations D/2r , where
D is the center-to-center distance and r = 25 nm is the radius
of the nanoparticles. It is important to notice here that, in
the case of aperiodic chains, we define the separation D as
the minimum inter-particle distance in the aperiodic array (in
fact, there is not a single correlation length otherwise). This
choice allows the unambiguous description of aperiodic arrays
in terms of the array geometry (Fibonacci, etc), the particles’
size, and the minimum inter-particle distance D. However,
care must be used in comparing periodic and aperiodic arrays,
since their filling fractions can be vastly different. Here
we calculate the extinction efficiency obtained by dividing
the extinction cross section of the entire array by the total
geometric cross section (sum of individual particle cross
sections). The arrays are uniformly illuminated by a plane
wave at normal incidence. The discussion will assume an in-
plane (longitudinal) polarization of the incident electric field,
which results in the strongest coupling effects.

We notice from figure 5(a) that the plasmon peaks of the
periodic chain become broader and significantly shift towards
longer wavelengths (red-shift) as the particle separation is
reduced. At the same time, the intensity of the plasmon
extinction peak decreases. This behavior indicates the onset
of short-range quasi-static coupling, which lowers the plasmon
resonance energy of the chain when the longitudinal modes are
excited [48]. On the other hand, as shown in figures 5(b)–
(d), the behavior of aperiodic plasmonic chains is more
complex. For one-dimensional aperiodic chains, the red-shift
of the plasmon resonance is less severe than for periodic
chains, which have a higher filling fraction, but a splitting
in the plasmonic extinction occurs by decreasing the inter-
particle distance. This effect is explained by the increased

Figure 6. Extinction efficiency versus inter-particle separation for
two-dimensional (a) periodic, (b) Fibonacci, (c) TM, and (d) RS Au
nanoparticle arrays composed of 128, 80, 128 and 120 particles,
respectively. The arrays were uniformly illuminated with in-plane
polarization. The Au material dispersion parameters are taken
from [34, 35].

‘disorder’ in the local arrangements of aperiodic nanoparticle
arrays, which gives rise to a distribution of dimer-like and
triplet-like resonances along the aperiodic chains. As first
reported by Clippe et al [49] in the case of small particle
clusters with varying morphologies, the lower energy plasmon
peak is strongly influenced by the particles’ arrangement and
separations along the chain, while the higher energy peak
is more weakly affected. The same behavior is observed
in figure 5 for the quasi-static coupling of aperiodic chains.
Moreover, when the particles are sufficiently close together
to be prevalently coupled by the strong quasi-static fields,
the lower energy plasmon peak broadens with the increasing
‘disorder’ from Fibonacci to RS chains, and its intensity
progressively reduces. Additionally, we notice that for the
transverse chain excitation (electric field perpendicular to the
axis of the chain) conditions, our calculations (not shown
here) yield a blue-shift of the plasmon extinction peak for
decreasing particle separations, consistently with the lower
coupling efficiency of the transverse modes. In this case, no
plasmon peak splitting is observed within the same range of
inter-particle separations D shown in figure 5.

It is very interesting to compare the previous results
with the case of two-dimensional aperiodic arrays, where
electromagnetic interaction and plasmonic coupling are
expected to play a major role.

In figure 6 we show our CDA calculated extinction
efficiencies for periodic, Fibonacci, TM and RS two-
dimensional arrays with 50 nm diameter spherical Au particles
separated by different distances (indicated in the legend as
a ratio with the particles’ diameters). Again, the cross
sections have been calculated assuming a normally incident
plane wave with in-plane polarization. The array contains
a similar number, but not exactly the same number, of
particles, because of differences in the scaling behavior of
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Figure 7. (a) Plasmon peak position versus inter-particle distance for
a periodic array with 128 particles. (b)–(d) Plasmon peak positions
versus inter-particle distance for Fibonacci (b), TM (c), and RS (d)
arrays with 80, 128 and 120 particles, respectively. All arrays are
excited by a uniform plane wave polarized along the plane of the
particles.

the different aperiodic sequences (128 particles for TM, 80
for Fibonacci). In the case of the periodic array, figure 6
shows that when particles are closer that approximately
twice their diameter, short-range quasi-static coupling shifts
the plasmon resonance to longer wavelengths (red-shift),
analogously to the one-dimensional case discussed above.
However, for two-dimensional aperiodic arrays we observe a
more pronounced plasmon peak splitting with respect to the
periodic arrays, indicating stronger electromagnetic interaction
in two-dimensional aperiodic environments.

Analogously to the case of random fractal aggre-
gates [14, 15], the electrodynamics response of non-periodic
arrays is determined by the large spatial frequency fluctuations
encoded on the area of the array. These spatial fluctuations
in the local geometry of the arrays result in an increased cor-
relation between different groups of particles (arrangements)
which strongly interact in the quasi-static regime. However,
differently from fractal structures, deterministic aperiodic ar-
rays based on Fibonacci, TM, and RS inflations have a flat
mass–density correlation scaling [50]. As a result, the sur-
face density of correlated local clusters (dimers, triplets and
other local particle arrangements) in DASs is larger than in
scale-invariant fractals, which are characterized by a negative
power-law scaling of spatial correlations (scale-invariant frac-
tals ‘rarefy’ more quickly than DASs) [50]. Therefore, metal
nanoparticle DASs give rise to stronger electromagnetic cou-
pling which increases from Fibonacci to RS structures. This
picture explains why the plasmon peak splitting is stronger for
RS arrays, which combine both a high density of spatial fre-
quencies (flat Fourier spectra) and a flat correlation scaling.

Interestingly, when the particles are separated by more
than twice their diameters, the two plasmon peaks merge into
a narrower single peak, which moves to longer wavelengths as
the particle separation increases. Figure 7 compares, for all

the considered arrays, the CDA calculated peak positions of
the red-shifted and blue-shifted components of the plasmonic
extinction as a function of the inter-particle separations. As
recently discovered by Hicks et al [48], based on similar
CDA calculations, long-range radiative coupling (diffractive
coupling) in periodic arrays gives rise to a significant red-shift
in the plasmonic peak extinction as the particles are separated
beyond a critical value. In particular, the long-range radiative
coupling becomes significant when approximately 2π D/λ ≈
1, where D is the center-to-center particle separation. Figure 7
shows that in our simulations this blue-shift to red-shift
transition occurs at about 2π D/λ = 0.98. The plasmon red-
shift shown in figure 7 indicates that, despite the lack of a
well-defined correlation length, long-range radiative coupling
effects are also relevant for deterministic aperiodic structures.
However, the intrinsic multi-scale character of the aperiodic
structures makes the rigid distinction between near-field and
far-field coupling regimes somewhat ambiguous. In fact,
deterministic aperiodic structures are correlated over a wide
range of different length scales which all contribute to increase
the electromagnetic coupling in the arrays. This analysis
clearly demonstrates that, for the intrinsically multi-scale DAS
morphologies, both near-field coupling and radiative coupling
play an important role in determining the plasmon extinction.

5. Near-field localization in deterministic aperiodic
arrays

In this last section we will discuss the near-field intensity
distribution in deterministic aperiodic arrays excited close to
the plasmon resonance. From a theoretical perspective, a
general computational approach for the qualitative prediction
of strongly enhanced local fields in coupled metal clusters
of arbitrary sizes and shapes is still missing. On the
other hand, the latest advances in adaptive-mesh, full-vector
numerical electromagnetic simulation algorithms, such as
finite difference time domain (FDTD) and finite difference
(FD) methods, allow for systematic design procedures for
metal-induced field localization in deterministic structures.
Here we will resort to full-field, three-dimensional FDTD
electromagnetic codes [51] for the calculation of the near-
field distribution. FDTD codes are ideal for simulating
the illumination of an aperiodic metal structure with a laser
emitting at a well-defined frequency, in close analogy with
near-field experimental imaging. However, particular care
must be taken in extracting local fields and enhancement values
from FDTD calculations, which can suffer from significant
numerical dispersion and staircasing errors [52]. However,
it has been recently shown [53] that pseudo-spectral time
domain (PSTD) FDTD methods are well suited for dealing
with metallic nanostructures of arbitrary shape and size. Here
we will adopt a standard rectangular grid [51] and, in order
to avoid staircasing errors, we will restrict the calculation of
the electric field profiles to a plane located 30 nm above the
plane of the particles (Au nanocylinders, 50 nm diameter,
50 nm height). Even though this choice leads to a significant
underestimation of the local field enhancement, it will enable
a robust comparison of the near-field morphologies in different
structures.
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Figure 8. Local intensity enhancement calculated for close packed periodic (a), Fibonacci (b), TM (c), and RS (d) arrays of nanocylinders
(diameter = 50 nm and aspect ratio 1), excited with a CW source at 500 nm polarized in the plane of the particles. The FDTD simulations
were performed using a uniform grid of 2.5 nm for all the simulations. Gold was modeled using the Drude parameters as in [35]. All fields
were probed 30 nm above the plane of the particles to avoid staircasing errors [52].

Figure 9. The calculated local intensity enhancement of a close packed RS array of nanocylinders (diameter = 50 nm and aspect ratio 1) with
excitation wavelengths of 500 nm (a) and 1550 nm (b). The excitation plane wave was polarized in the plane of the particles. The FDTD
simulations were performed using a uniform grid of 2.5 nm. Gold was modeled using the Drude parameters as in [35]. All fields were probed
30 nm above the plane of the particles to avoid staircasing errors [52].

Figure 8 shows the FDTD calculation of the near-field
intensity profiles in periodic (a), Fibonacci (b), TM (c), and RS
(d) arrays excited by a uniform plane wave which is incident
from below at 500 nm. All the structures are considered closely
packed, and the aperiodic arrays are strongly coupled by both
quasi-static and radiative interactions. While a regular periodic
distribution of plasmon fields, uniquely induced by quasi-
static coupling, is observed for periodic arrays (figure 8(a)),
a more irregular field pattern with stronger spatial localization
is observed in the aperiodic arrays. In addition, the plasmon
fields in aperiodic arrays are more confined in the inter-

particle air gap regions, which is consistent with the stronger
plasmon extinction abatement shown in figure 6. Furthermore,
we notice that the field spatial distribution and intensity
enhancement values in aperiodic arrays are largely affected
by the degree of ‘disorder’, which increases from Fibonacci
to RS structures. Moreover, as shown in figure 9 for
the case of RS arrays, the near-field plasmon profiles are
strongly affected by the excitation wavelength, and deep sub-
wavelength localization can be observed when the wavelength
is increased away from the plasmon resonance. In fact, under
these conditions, it is possible to resonantly excite larger
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Figure 10. The maximum intensity enhancement at 500 nm
calculated 30 nm above the plane of the particle is plotted as a
function of the minimum inter-particle separation for arrays of
different morphologies, as indicated in the figure.

clusters of particles as opposed to individual particles, leading
to higher local field enhancement values with varying local
field distributions [14, 15].

Finally, in figure 10 we show the scaling behavior of
the maximum field intensity enhancement (calculated 30 nm
above the arrays) as a function of the minimum inter-
particle spacing for arrays with different geometries. These
results show in very clear terms that multi-scale deterministic
aperiodic structures can lead to higher field enhancement than
periodic structures, and that the field enhancement values and
mode localization correlate well with the amount of spatial
frequencies encoded in the different arrays. In particular,
the field localization and enhancement in RS, flat Fourier
transform arrays can significantly exceed the values achieved
by periodic structures. Finally, our results demonstrate
that deterministic aperiodic plasmonic structures can provide
alternative routes to engineer strongly enhanced local fields
without resorting to uncontrollable random systems.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have explored the potential of one-dimensional
and two-dimensional deterministic aperiodic plasmonic arrays
for the design of electromagnetic coupling and plasmon-
enhanced, sub-wavelength localized optical fields on chip-
scale devices. In particular, we have investigated the
spectral, localization and electromagnetic coupling properties
of dipolar modes in nanoparticle chains and two-dimensional
arrays based on periodic, Fibonacci, TM, and Rudin–Shapiro
aperiodic sequences. We have shown that the aperiodic
modulation of the particle positions leads to sizable plasmon
band-gaps in Fibonacci and TM structures, while RS structures
are characterized by smaller gaps and a singular density of
states, akin to the behavior of random systems. In addition,
we have demonstrated a characteristic power-law scaling in the
localization degree of the eigenstates of deterministic aperiodic
structures. By performing coupled dipole simulations of the
extinction efficiency in arrays with different geometries and
lattice parameters, we have discussed the unique interplay
between radiative and quasi-static electromagnetic coupling in

deterministic aperiodic plasmonic structures. Finally, based on
3D FDTD simulations we have shown the potential for deep-
sub-wavelength localization of plasmon fields in deterministic
aperiodic structures which lead to larger enhancement with
respect to periodic arrays.

The demonstration of plasmonic band-gaps and sub-
wavelength localized plasmon fields in deterministic metal
nanoparticle arrays can provide alternative routes for the
design and the fabrication of novel nanophotonics for plasmon-
enhanced SERS sensors and nanodetectors.
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